We present a physics-based system for the guided animation of 
Introduction
Although physics-based simulation is guaranteed to generate natural looking motion, it provides the user with very little control over the results produced. In kinematically controlled animation, the user is responsible for every aspect of the generated motion; however, no guarantees can be made about the result's physical correctness. With our work we are trying to provide the direct control of kinematic animation to dynamically generated motion, hence taking advantage of the strengths of both techniques.
Given a particular task, the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of a figure can be classified as primary or secondary. Primary DOFs are instrumental in achieving the goal and distinguish that task from all others. Secondary DOFs do not involve a particular goal and usually move involuntarily; however, they significantly enhance the overall realism of the motion. For example, for a human who is casually bending forward ( Fig. l) , primary are the DOFs of the back. The arm DOFs can be considered as secondary since it is not imperative for their motion to meet any goal. In such a scenario, a user should be required to specify only the way the back is bending and automatically be provided with realistic arm motion. In this paper we present an animation system which, using a robust adaptive control scheme, can link the user specified kinematic requirements on the motion of the primary DOFs to a fully automated dynamic simulation of the whole figure.
The desired motion of the primary DOFs is prescribed in the form of kinematic trajectories. Trajectories can be defined for either joint displacements or segment positions and orientations. For example, to animate a human figure, the user might choose to provide the desired knee and hip joint trajectory to generate a leg motion, and the position and orientation trajectory of the hand segment to generate an arm motion. Since ultimately the figure motion is generated dynamically, primary DOFs need to be actuated-provided with a force or torque which will cause them to move. In our system, actuator forces and torques which attempt to drive the primary DOFs along the desired trajectories are computed through a self-correcting dynamic control system based on the Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) paradigm. The robust MRAC scheme, while being simple to implement and computationally efficient, allows complex trajectories to be consistently followed. Furthermore, it provides the user with direct control over the speed and type of response of the actuated DOFs to sudden changes in their desired state.
The dynamic controllers will generate forces and torques to actuate the primary DOFs of a figure. The only other forces acting on the figure are external forces due to gravity and collisions. Collision handling is usually the bottleneck of interactive dynamic animation. In our system we devised an algorithm which breaks up the collision response problem into two distinct phases-an impact and a contact phase. The impact phase occurs when two objects first collide and results in an instantaneous change of the objects' velocities. The contact phase continues for as long as the objects are touching and produces the contact force between them that will prevent interpenetration. This two stage approach gives physically accurate collision behavior with relatively low computational cost. With all the forces acting on a figure known, a forward dynamics simulator completes the animation procedure and computes the figure motion.
The advantages of using dynamic simulation for animating a figure whose desired motion of the primary DOFs is already specified are the following: (1) Physical validity of the motion is guaranteed by the dynamic simulation which handles collisions and joint limits. (2) Natural passive motion of secondary DOFs is automatically generated, leaving the animator free to direct specific aspects of the active motion. (3)
Feasibility of motions can be studied given realistic actuator limits. A desired motion will be followed as closely as possible within the specified physical constraints of the system. (4) Segment position and orientation trajectories provide powerful tools which do not suffer from the occasional jerkiness present in inverse kinematics solutions. They can be particularly useful in following trajectories provided by sensors of a motion-capture system. Our system maintains low computational cost and small user involvement in the dynamic simulation. A recursive forward dynamics technique based on the work of Featherstone [8] was enhanced to effectively handle articulated figure collisions. There is no overhead in simulating the motion of new figures since their dynamic equations need not be derived symbolically. The dynamic control scheme used to generate driving forces for the simulation adjusts automatically to its assigned task and needs no special tuning from the user. In fact, generating an animation with our system requires no more effort than any kinematicsbased system would.
The system described in this work is built as an extension to Jack, the human modeling and simulation package developed at the University of Pennsylvania [17, 11. The user can take advantage of the advanced interactive manipulation features of Jack to specify complex kinematic trajectories and achieve enhanced motion through the dynamic simulation.
The remaining sections of the paper describe the animation system in detail with special emphasis given to the collision response and the dynamic control algorithms. We provide the equations used to handle impact between articulated figures and a step-by-step account of how to build a MRAC system for trajectory following.
Related Work
Researchers have tried to tackle problems in generating physically correct purposeful motion for computer animation in a variety of ways and for a variety of applications. Raibert, Hodgins and their colleagues have developed dynamic control algorithms that deal with motion of machines and simulated humans [18 termine an optimal trajectory, a suitable control algorithm or even a morphological structure for the simulated system [19] . These approaches completely free the user from specifying the details of the motion but unfortunately their use is limited to simple systems and basic behaviors.
Our work does not deal directly with generating a particular behavior on a certain figure. Instead we provide a general system for animating Our work has similarities to the work of Lamouret and Gascuel [13] who use dynamic controllers to drive motion along kinematically specified paths in space and to synchronize the animation of different objects. However, in their system, articulated figure motion cannot be described through desired joint trajectories thus complicating user control of complex figures.
Furthermore, the Proportional Derivative (PD) control scheme used for the actuators lacks the robustness and ability to adapt to a variety of dynamical systems and motions provided by adaptive control, as we will explain in a section 5. Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the animation system. The user input is mostly limited to defining the objects and their geometry and providing the desired motion trajectories for the primary DOFs. Given the specified trajectories and the figure state computed by the dynamic simulator, the MRAC calculates the forces and torques to be applied at the actuated DOFs. The collision response module interacts with the dynamic simulator to prevent penetrations between figures.
System Description

Figure Representation
A typical environment contains one or more figures. Each figure consists of rigid segments with defined geometric shape connected together through joints in a tree structure. Every segment has only one parent segment to which it is connected through its parent goznt. The only exception is the root segment of the figure, which has no parent. Joints connecting the segments can have up to six degrees of freedom (DOFs), three translational and three rotational.
Attachment points on a segment are called sztes. The root joint of each segment connects the segment's root szte to one of its parent's sites. Every site is the origin of a Cartesian system attached rigidly to the segment. The Cartesian system attached to the root site is the local frame of the segment. The environment has a fixed coordinate system called the znertzal frame.
Any kinematics based animation system should have the above parameterization to generate motion. For a dynamic simulation, the mass (or density) of each segment should be provided. Assuming uniform mass distribution, the center of mass and inertia tensor of each segment can be automatically computed from the segment's geometry. For added realism, a damping element can be added to the joints to simulate mechanical energy dissipation due to joint friction or muscular stiffness.
Desired Kinematic Trajectories
Trajectories can be specified for both joints and sites. A joint trajectory describes joint displacements over time and a site trajectory position or orientation over time. Joints or sites that have been assigned a trajectory are called actuated since there a force or torque acting on them will make them follow that trajectory. A joint actuator is internal to the figure and plays a role similar to a muscle or a motor. A site actuator acts much like a string on a marionette, providing an external force at the site. Typically, the user decides to power the primary DOFs which are the most important to a particular motion and allows the secondary DOFs to follow naturally. Kinematic trajectories reflect a desired motion and can be constructed in advance or while the animation is progressing. An interesting source for site trajectories is motion-captured data which can be used to drive the motion of a simulated articulated figure if sites are placed on the same positions on the figure as sensors on the real body. The advantage of using a dynamic simulation instead of playing back the raw kinematic data in this case is that we prevent physically incorrect situations (such as segment interpenetration) due either to inconsistencies between the real and the simulated world or sensor noise. The ABM algorithm is formulated in spatzal notatzon which uses 6-dimensional vectors to represent quantities such as the velocity and acceleration of a rigid body. A spatial vector combines linear and angular components of physical quantities. The use of spatial vectors leads to elegant solutions in rigid-body dynamics problems with a significantly reduced number of equations. A complete coverage of spatial algebra can be found in Featherstone's work and we advise the reader who is unfamiliar with the spatial notation to read through the examples in Appendix A before continuing with the rest of the paper. All vector quantities in this paper appear in boldface and spatial vectors are denoted with a hat (^).
Efficient Forward Dynamics
In its most general form, an articulated structure in Featherstone's formulation consists of links connected together with single degree of freedom joints, each with a corresponding joint axis 8. A multiple degree of freedom joint can be represented as a chain of the appropriate number of single degree of freedom joints. The state of a figure can be fully described by the position, p~, and velocity, C R , of the root link and the displacement, 41, and its derivative, 41, of the joint attached to each link 1. The velocity of any link I, C I , can be recursively obtained from the velocity of its parent link p , G p , the joint axis B and q, using:
In the next sections we will describe the additions to the basic form of the forward dynamic simulator needed to complete our animation system.
Collision handling
One of the most important features of a dynamical simulation is the ability to automatically handle collisions between objects. Modeling impact and contact is the bottleneck of a dynamic simulation. There is two distinct aspects to collision handling: detect i o n and response. In a simulated world, collisions between segments can be detected by examining the segment geometry, position and orientation. This process needs to be repeated at every step of the simulation and can be very costly for geometrically complex environments. When a collision is detected, appropriate action must be taken to ensure proper response. In a physics-based simulation, repulsive forces between the colliding rigid objects prevent interpenetration of the objects.
Several algorithms, varying in sophistication and efficiency, exist for detecting collision between polygonal surfaces [16] . In our system we use afast bounding box check to pick which segment pairs could be in contact. Only for these segment pairs, a more accurate technique based on the work of [7] is applied to obtain the contact position if one exists.
The most popular technique for dealing with collision response in a dynamically simulated environment is inserting a fictitious spring-damper element at the contact point between the two segments and allowing small penetrations of the segment geometries [18, 9, 151. The repulsive force is a function of the penetration distance and velocity. A spring-damper element is easy to implement and computationally inexpensive. Ideally, a spring should be stiff enough to allow only minimal penetration between objects even when they collide with high velocities. However, stiff springs lead to a stiff dynamical system that requires slow integration. Choosing the spring and damper constants is non-trivial since a good choice depends on the physical properties and collision velocities of the colliding objects. An interesting but more involved technique for the computation of contact forces between rigid non-articulated bodies without using spring-damper elements is described in [2].
The method we use for dealing with collision response is automated and has small effect on the dynamic simulator's integration rate. We divide the collision of two objects in two stages, the zmpact and the contact stage. At the impact stage, which lasts an infinitesimally short time, the velocity of the involved objects changes instantaneously whereas their position and orientation remain constant. Once a new collision is detected during the course of the forward dynamic simulation, we temporarily halt the simulation, compute new object velocities from their current velocities, and restart the simulation. When the simulation restarts, the objects are still in contact since their position and orientation did not change during the impact. If the collision is elastic and the objects separate in the next time instant, then no further steps need to be taken. If however the colliding objects do not separate and for as long as they stay in contact, repulsive forces are generated to prevent interpenetration.
For the contact stage we use a spring-damper element at every contact point. However, springs generating contact forces after impact need not be stiff. A mild spring can adequately prevent interpenetration of objects since the relative velocity of the contact points is always zero after the impact. A reasonable choice for the spring and damper constants can work for a variety of objects and motions.
In our simulated environment there can be collisions between two dynamically animated figures as well as between a dynamical and a stationary (nondynamical) figure such as a wall or a floor. Two segments can come in contact in multiple contact points.
The following section provides a description of the equations needed for the impact stage of our collision response algorithm.
Impact stage
Impact occurs when two objects collide and results in an instantaneous change in their velocities. Using the principle of conservation of momentum one can formulate an analytical solution for the impact between two arbitrary articulated figures. For strong collisions, an analytical solution is advantageous compared to the spring-damper approach, because it bypasses the problem of large collision forces. At the time of the impact, a linear system of equations is formulated and solved to obtain the post-impact velocities of the figures. The equations presented in this section grew out of the work in [16] and are adapted to match the dynamic figure representation required by Featherstone's algorithm. All the quantities in this section are assumed to be expressed in the inertial frame .
As a simple first case, we will consider a rigid object colliding with a fixed flat surface (see Figure 3 and if we assume infinite friction then the velocity along the surface will be zero: For the time being we do not handle arbitrary friction coefficients during the impact stage.
So far we have found nine linear equations (six from Eq. 1, one from Eq. 2 and two from Eqs. 3 or 4) with twelve unknowns (six for G+ and six for Re). The remaining three equations are obtained from the dependency of the linear and angular components of R, which take the form:
where rc is the position of point C in the inertial frame.
This basic principle of momentum conservation can be readily extended from the simple solid object to an arbitrary articulated figure (see Figure 3(b) ). For each segment 1 , the general form of Eq. 1 is:
(5) A A segment 1 receives an impulse Rp+l from its parent, p , through their connecting joint. From the law of action and reaction, p receives an impulse -&+I of equal magnitude but opposite direction, and hence for each segment I we need to add the impulses received from all its children d, -R l -d
. Finally, each active contact point c on the segment contributes an external impulse Re. A joint cannot transfer impulse in a direction along its axis 8, and therefore for each degree of freedom f of the root joint of segment 1 we need an equation of the form:
To compute the joint velocities right after the impact, for each DOF f we also need the equation which relates the velocity of a segment to the velocity of its parent:
The equations relating to the contact point velocity and impulse are the same as in the simple rigid object case. For each contact point c in every segment we need Equations 2, 3 or 4 and 5. The equations described form a complete system which can be solved to obtain the post impact segment and joint velocities. Although for a complex figure the system to be solved is large, the coefficient matrix is sparse. A sparse matrix technique can be used to achieve efficiency.
Only minor modifications to the above scheme are required to generalize it for impacts between two dynamic figures or between segments of the same figure: when an impulse 8, is applied to one of the two contacting segments, an impulse -Re is applied to the other. The absolute velocity of the contact point, G c , is replaced by the relative velocity of the contact points of the two segments. We have also worked out the details for handling different types of common contacts between polygonal surfaces, involving edges or planes instead of single points but a full description of these is beyond the scope of this paper.
Dynamic Control
An animation system needs to provide means for controlling the motion to be generated. Contrary to kinematics based systems where motion is driven directly by setting kinematic trajectories such as object positions and joint angles over time, physics-based systems use as input only forces and torques. For a user, specifying a desired object trajectory in Cartesian coordinates is generally more intuitive than giving the force that would make the object move along it. If it were not for the dynamic controllers, forward dynamics would almost be useless for generating purposeful motion! A dynamic controller links the direct kinematic control with realistic looking dynamic animations.
A dynamic controller acts on a specific dynamic system ranging in complexity from a single joint to multi-DOF articulated figure. The controIler and the dynamic system together are called a control system. The inputs to the controller are the desired values of the system's variables, and the output is a set of forces or torques which, when applied to the system, attempt to create the desired effect on the actual values of the same variables. The goal of the control system is to minimize the discrepancy between the desired and the actual values. For example, if the dynamic system is a human arm and the desired motion is the elbow flexion, then a dynamic controller can produce the required torque at the elbow joint to flex it as desired.
There are two main classes of controllers, the open loop and the feedback controllers. Open loop controllers base their output only on the desired state of the dynamic system and are much less powerful than the feedback controllers which take into account the actual state of the system as well. A typical example of an open loop control strategy for articulated figures is inverse dynamics which, given the desired joint angles, velocities and accelerations of the figure, computes the required internal torques to achieve them.
The simplest to implement and most commonly used type of closed loop controller is the Proportional Derivative (PO) controller Ell, 18, 9, lo]. The output torque of the PD controller is proportional to the difference in position and velocity between the desired and the actual state, which makes it behave similarly to a spring-damper system:
p ( Z d e s z r e d -Z a e t u a l ) -K d ( 2 d e s z r e d -& a c t u a l )
Since a PD controller assumes nothing about the dynamical characteristics of the system to which it is applied, its successful performance relies heavily on the fine tuning of its two parameters, namely, the proportional and the derivative gains, KP and K d . Tuning of the controller needs to be done through trial and error and the gains depend on the characteristics of both the system and the desired motion. Gains that work fine for a slow motion could be inappropriate for a motion involving high accelerations and vice versa. An animation system using PD controllers would require laborious manual tuning of the gains to successfully achieve a desired motion.
Model Reference Adaptive Control
The adaptive control systems used in this work have evolved from the need to implement high performance control systems that assume little about the dynamic characteristics of the system to be controlled. The fundamental characteristic of adaptive control systems is the presence of a supplementary feedback loop acting upon a performance index of the control system. Among the many solutions which have been proposed to make a control system 'adaptive', a special class called Model Reference Adaptave Control (MRAC , uses the innovative idea of a reference model to speci / y the desired system performance [14, 20, 211 .
The advantages of using MRAC to generate the forces and torques driving a figure along kinematically specified trajectories are many: (1) MRAC systems are easy to implement and computationally efficient, (2) Since MRAC assumes little about the system it is being applied to, one basic controller design can be The dynamics of an articulated figure with n DOFs can be written as:
where q is the n x 1 vector of the root segment position and the joint displacements, x = [qTGT] is the 2 n x 1 state vector and U is the vector of external and internal forces acting on the figure. Matrices A and B can be symbolically derived from the figure structure and a coupled MRAC can be designed to control the motion of any number of the figure's DOFs.
Alternatively, the same dynamic system with n DOFs can be written as n 1-DOF dynamic simpler systems each one dealing with a single DOF q of the original system. The equation of each simple system can be written as :
The n simple systems are coupled and therefore scalars a q l , u p and bql depend on the values of all the DOFs.
This set of dynamic systems can be controlled using a decoupled MRAC approach: A simple controller can be attached to each DOF of the figure that needs to behave in a specified manner. Decoupled MRACs have been proven to be robust and nearly as effective as the coupled MRAC while at the same time they are easier to implement and are computationally more efficient. For each DOF q of the figure, we construct a reference model system which has the form: kmq = AmqXmq + B m q r q , (11) (12) and the model following error for q is defined as:
To complete the MRAC, we define the control input u p of Eq. 10 to be: where K q ( t is a 1 x 2 vector and Krq(t) scalar. The objective o f! the MRAC is to force zeq asymptotically to zero in a controlled fashion and achieves that by setting the proper values of the adaptive gains K, and
We devote the following section to present a step by step procedure on how to synthesize a MRAC to do trajectory following for a single DOF of a dynamic figure. The decoupled MRAC approach is elegant for controlling multiple DOFs at the same time, can be achieved by assigning a different MRAC to each DOF.
Sample MRAC synthesis
This section gives a 'cookbook' description for a procedure which results in a successful MRAC synthesis. Model Reference Adaptive Control is a powerful technique and the interested reader should consult the original published work in [14, 20, 211 for more details.
Assume that a joint trajectory is given from which we can extract the joint angle and velocity at any time instant. The goal is to synthesize a MRAC which generates the torque within specified limits which would move the actual joint close to the trajectory in a controlled manner. The steps to be followed are:
Krq.
Descgn the reference model
The dynamical systems we are interested in are driven by finite forces and therefore cannot change their state instantaneously. The greater the force applied to the system, the faster its state changes. Given a particular goal position, if the force supplied is too low, the system will move too slowly. If the force is too great, the system will reach the goal quickly but will not be able to stop in time and will overshoot, as shown in Figure 5 . The model system will act as an index of performance of the actual system. We therefore need to design it so that it behaves the way we would like the actual system to behave. The MRAC will try to minimize the difference between the model and the The settling time can be set by the user to adjust the speed of response of the controlled system. Typically the settling time is defined as the time taken for the system to reach within 10% of its desired value. The lower the settling time, the faster the system has to move to its desired state which translates to higher force or torque generated by the controller. By setting lower settling time for a figure's actuated DOFs, an animator can achieve quick responses. A high settling time would give a sluggishly moving figure.
Generate the model input:
With the model system defined, the controller is ready. The model and the actual systems will be integrated at the same time to observe the difference in their states.
At each time instant, the input rq to the model system is determined by inverting the reference model dynamics:
where [20] . Constants Q and p depend on the characteristics of the dynamic system but can be chosen within a wide range of values and do not have a significant effect on the trajectory following performance of the controller.
To enhance the realism of a dynamic animation it is necessary to limit the outputs of the controllers just as the outputs of mechanical motors and human muscles are limited. In the MRAC scheme, when the control signal computed from Eq. 13 is higher than the maximum allowed torque then the integration in Eqs. 16 and 17 must be halted and the old values of the integrals should be kept. The output of the controller is set to the maximum allowed value and the integration is stopped until the signal returns to within its specified range.
Results
We have conducted a series of experiments to test our system and determine possible limitations. We have applied the forward dynamic simulator with the collision handling module to a variety of articulated figures, from simple pendulums to a human figure model. For simple articulated figures with up to five segments, computation time is not a problem; typically simulations can go faster than real time. but interactive rates can be still be maintained especially when the number of impacts is not excessive. Impact equations for a complex figure result in a large linear system which is expensive to solve. However, impacts do not cause a decrease in the integration time step like stiff springs do; furthermore, they preserve the numerical stability of the dynamic system much better. A difficult test case for the collision response system is the simulation of a soldier falling on his back after being shot in the chest. The velocity of the soldier's back when he hits the ground combined with the large mass of his body give rise to high impact forces. Very slow integration would be required if springs were used to handle the impact. Our system handles the impact and the contact at the back and the legs without a significant delay. The motion shown in Figure 6 is generated by giving a large initial impulse at the middle of the soldier's upper torso and letting him fall to the ground. The adaptive controllers proved to be powerful in driving the controlled DOFs along desired trajectories. A number of trajectories were used to drive the joints and sites of articulated figures. As expected, for smooth desired trajectories there was almost no error ( Figure 7) . On discontinuous trajectories like the one shown in Figure 8 , the error varies depending on the choice of the settling time t , of the model reference system. Lower settling time forces faster response to changes in the state, while higher settling time makes the system take to adjust and results to greater error. For both figures we used a human figure model which was dynamically animated from the waist up. We actuated the waist joint and we allowed the rest of the joints (arms and upper torso to move freely. Despite the disturbances created by t h e free motion of the rest of the joints, the waist followed the desired trajectory accurately. This shows the power of the MRAC to continuously adapt to the system it controls and to overcome external disturbances. Figure 6 demonstrates an attempt to follow a physically incorrect trajectory which involves penetration between the arms and a table. Although kinematically the motion is valid, when played back dynamically the contacts are detected and penetration is pre- vented. A motion trajectory is originally provided for the shoulders and the elbow. Once the contact forces prevent any further motion, the output of the joint controllers reaches its maximum value and stays there, stubbornly trying to make the arms follow the desired motion.
Conclusion
In this paper we present an animation system capable of generating physically correct, user-controlled motion for articulated figures. We introduced a fast, two-stage collision response algorithm, which together with an efficient forward dynamics simulator enable interactive animation rates. Robust , self-correcting control units generate forces which drive the motion of actuated DOFs of the figure along user specified kinematic trajectories. The user can have direct control over the response characteristics of the actuated parts of the figure, without having to tune unintuitive parameters of the dynamic system. Kinematic trajectories can be given either as joint displacements or as segment positions or orientations thus providing a variety of ways to specify desired motion.
The dynamic controllers used in this work do well in following specified kinematic trajectories. We are currently working on using them to generate lower body motion and eventually dynamic human locomotion given specific leg motion trajectories. Moreover, we are experimenting on using the positions and orientations of sensors from our motion capturing system to generate site trajectories and drive an articulated figure. The results we have so far are promising. As a future direction, we would like to investigate ways to automatically generate new or adjust existing trajectories while an animation is progressing. The new trajectories would depend on high level goals (such as maintaining balance or reaching for an object) and the current dynamic state (velocities, external forces) of the animated figure.
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